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About This Game

Red Death is a vertical shooter, Prologue of the series Project Starship!

While dodging thousands of bullets, your duty is to destroy the unknown calamity that is afflicting the earth!
Something weird is going on!

Will you save humanity from extinction?
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OS: windows xp or higher

Processor: Intel i3

Graphics: 512 mb dedicated
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get this game off steam, or get the devs to update this buggy game.. Not interesting. i literally fell asleep for 3 hours on the floor
with the vive still on my face. Girls are pretty,prologue is great and that is all.
Because the game implemented a time limit...yes...each week you need to pay X amount of money to lucifer or you get a game
over.
So you need to do a first complete boring run to unlock a cheat with plenty of money.
The first run is just try to get money to get to the end.
You miss a lot of Event (because you need to crawl dungeon,fish or whatever to get monee) and you have zero fun /:
Don't know why they don't give the choice to cheat for the first run?
Oh and don't expect hentai...no sex or nudity here ^^

Sincerely Sakura Dungeon or Evenicle are a wayyyyy more fun xD
AND NO STUPID TIME LIMIT!!!. Difficult but fair Platformer with a surprisingly good story with a cutsie artstyle.. Waste of
time and money.... Great puzzle game, nice theme, great music and cosy environment.. I'm not sure why this game has such
mixed reviews. I found this game a clever little gem for under $5. For the price its amazing! I'm over an hour in and I'm still
having fun just playing the tutorial quests. Haven't even switched to the main game yet I'm having so much fun. Its super cute.
Has different camera angles and CAN zoon unlike some of the other reviews had said. You mine resources to get the guys you
need to conquer the world. Simple, casual, and fun to play.
I got it as I LOVED populous back in the day and this seemed similar. I say watch the videos and forget the reviews and try it
for yourself. I give so many games with mixed and bad reviews a chance and glad I did this one as well. :D

**Quick update. I finished the game and I had a lot of fun. So for $5 I got my 5 hours of play time out if it that I would have
liked. One of the few games that held my attention till the end.. Pico Park is a great example of cooperation in progress.

A local only multiplayer where you have to work together to complete each of the 20 levels on offer. This may seem few but,
throughout all the games I played & watched, non successfully completed all the levels, from start to finish, as cooperation was
abit one sided! :D

It's a brilliant game for a starter at parties & at local 'local multiplayer' events. Easy to pick up and play with gamers & non
gamers alike!

...As well as being one of the most cutest games around :3 <3. The only one worth getting. Not worth $15 tho, wait for a sale.
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Honk honk and clean up your act. I waited too long to get to  War of the Human Tanks - Limited Operations ; it's a great
standalone title for the WoHT universe. LO takes place several decades after ALTeR, following a totally different cast of
characters. There are clearly some relationships between LO characters and those from the other two installments, hinted by some
characters and their abilities, but I haven't bothered to figure it all out (someone call Game Theory to figure this out maybe).

From a gameplay standpoint, your army supplied with units specific to each mission, instead of assembling tanks and modules
yourself. This is a benefit for the player who has played the first two games and now wants more of the VN than the battles. The
player doesn't have to worry about grinding and spends more time with the story rather than outfitting the army. Most battles are
balanced in favor of the player, though some battles are certainly more frustrating than others. The battlefields seem less diverse
than in previous games, and more emphasis is placed on strategic movements in the face of a time constraint. I really like this
limited supply idea, but players who liked the element of customizing their army would understandably find the concept a let-down.
Also, I love the new level selection menu, which allows you to read associated scenes without going into battle.

The extra battles that are unlocked by performing "limit clears" are clearly meant for bringing some nostalgia back for those that
have played the first two games (it's quite unlike Dai'honei Corps to be taken out by the player like the way you will in LO).

LO is definitely recommended, if only just to complete the collection. It doesn't really address any plot points from the first two
games, so don't look for answers in LO.. Wow. NOFX on Rocksmith. I don't even know what to say now. Just wow.. It must be one
of the best confrontational card games. Unlike MTG, there's no deck-building, but prudent calculation is needed.. This is easily the
weakest of the SF + Lost Hirozon games. Ironically, playing this games demo was what made me buy them in the first place, as I
really enjoyed the point and click puzzle solving.

There are many complaints I have about this game as I felt very dissapointed compared to the first two. They really took away the
good things about the earlier games and tried to drag out this short and unoriginal story the easiest way possible.

The mini-games in this game are tedious and boring. One of these include trying to steer a vehicle that is barely responsive due to
the awkward stop-and-go animation. The vehicle has to navigate an area where a single missclick sends it rushing the wrong way
and sometimes it's hard to tell how to make it go the direction you want to. The area you use the vehicle is very dark and not always
easy to tell where the vehicle can stand.

The second being a random duel where the enemy is drastically overpowered, forcing you to waste time on repairing your own unit.
Nothing you do is anywhere near effective as the enemy. The second problem being that attacking and defending is completely
random. There is no pattern you can follow, you just click some buttons, hope for the best, then waste some minutes on repairing
and going through Nina's whiny dialogue. And what baring on the plot does this duel have? None! It's never mentioned again and
quite frankly, the game could have advanced without it.

The story was a huge mess. What I liked about Nina is that you could relate to her because she's just like anyone else. She doesn't
have superpowers. She is not some overdramatic contribution to the plot. All she did in the other games were trying to uncover the
truth.
In this game, that changes completely. Nina has too much involvement on the plot making her seem like a supernatural creature. It
takes away a lot of her character. A big part of the game doesn't even take place in reality, she ends up in some form of dream-
reality state where, for whatever reason, she can dream about the past and find out facts which helps her in the present day. It's
just very over the top.

The story is also very short. I ended this game at half the time I spent on the two first games. The game also stalls you at several
points in the game. At one point, Nina has to find out where a person goes and the only way she can do so, is using various items to
keep up. If she discovers he got lost, she gets teleported back to the very beginning and you have to run all the way back before you
can continue. You can't bypass this either, even if you are standing at the very location you want to continue, Nina have to be
teleported back to the start after "realizing" she needs to do something else. So you run all the way back there, she completes one
step, realizes she has to do something more and gets teleported all the way back again. And you have to do this about five times in a
row. Why oh why can't you simply start in the room before? She needs to do nothing in the previous rooms except run through them.
So you are just wasting your time by running back there. And if that wasn't frustrating enough, it is very easy to figure out where to
go next. So you spend half a minute in the actual room, but you spend almost five minutes runing back to work on your progress.

As for the puzzle solving, I thought that the rooms and clues were too confined. You usually have only 2-3 rooms to work with, as
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well as only a few items to use. The last part of the game was so easy that I was surprised the game ended so quickly. In the last 5
rooms of the game, I don't recall using more than 2-3 items per room. This is a huge letdown compared to the first game where you
were controlling two different characters, using many different items throughout a whole building.

Appearently this game has several different endings. And I ended up with the worst possible outcome. The ending also starts very
abruptly. Kind of like watching some generic princess story, where the prince says "I will resque her!" and then the credits roll, with
an announcement that the prince decided to go on a new adventure after rescuing the princess. So the question would obviously be,
what happened when he resqued her? Why didn't he stay with her or the happily ever after stuff?
Obviously a huge chunk of dialogue and plot development goes missing with such a timeskip. I was left scratching my head as to
why things ended the way they did, as that wasn't the implication given just before the credits started rolling. And it literally
bummed me out that I had wasted so much time on this plot only do be given a "Whatever" type of ending.

What can I say that is good about the game? Well... the graphics are still nice. Many well done cutscenes and some of the scenarios
in the game were fun to solve. I'd actually say that the demo showed the better parts of the game, then it goes downhill after that.
The demo had some great puzzle solving and also a lot of tension, which I missed in the game.

This isn't a game I would recommend, unless you find it on sale for very cheap. It's fine to play through once, but I don't look
forward to doing it anytime soon. The first game is superior in a lot of ways to this.. Who needs Undertale when you have lizard
fetish?. Considering I purchased this game for a little over a dollar, It's not bad really. My main issue with this game is that it
doesn't come with sound. You have to manually download the "wrap_oal" zip file, move it to the games folder, extract here, etc..
Good game, constant development. However, the Devs constantly ignore the player base, people form regiments in order to play as
a group, however this is completely ignored and unsupported by the Developers. Even though they account for at least 50% of their
active players. In short, the game is dying, do not buy until the Developers accept their responsibilities as Developers and support
their community.. Please. God please, spare yourself.

You may be entranced by the game name. The trailer, making the game appear humorous. You could be an achievement hunter,
like myself, and be attracted by the Achievement Scouts curator saying you can complete this in 10 minutes. Of which, you can get
10 of them in one minute (press q on the main menu a few times, play a game, you'll have enough money to buy everything.) You
could be lured to the game from the 90% sale - bringing the price down to 49 cents.

I'm here to warn you. Absolutely none of that is worth it. Some of it is lies. Slander.

You enter the game, and you think you're doing okay. You click bottles until it randomly chooses to go horizontal. It seems annoying,
but it goes quite slowly. You (related to other spoiler) hit Q a couple times and see your money, you buy out the shop. The
achievements flow. You're thinking this could just be a funny, quick completion to show off to your friends.

And then... you struggle. The game goes faster, and god decides that you're a heathen. A heretic. No matter how many times you
click the bottle, it will never go horizontal. When it does, your reflexes decide to click again. And it moves. You hear the minecraft
hurt noise, for the millionth time. "YOU SAT ON A BOTTLET" comes up on your scream. You're filled with hatred. Pure anger.
Begging for scraps, desperate for this to be over. You keep doing it. You're trapped. The 10 minutes was a lie. You're an hour and a
half in. It doesn't feel like it'll ever happen. You click away, hoping that this time, you finally get lucky. But at what cost? You've
sunk your time into this mess, you've given the devs exactly what they want. A quick buck. You've become a part of their system.
And you couldn't feel worse about it.

And then you put it off until tomorrow and get 40 first try the next morning. Promptly uninstalled the game.

(actual short review: don't get this game lol, it is as infuriating as i make it out to be. it truly did take me this long to get all
achievements in a game with no more than 5 minutes playtime. every gameplay mechanic is flawed, from the randomization to
dying in one hit. it's by ZERO means ready for steam. this is currently the worst game in my steam library, imo (not worst on steam
as a whole.) if you want a 0.49 gag gift, look elsewhere. i recommend the title 'save jesus'). A good short experience. Something you
can show your friends and family if they want to try VR.
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